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Jumpstart your project with a software studio 
for designers and developers to describe, share 
and develop your future product experience. 
BOWL Studio does not require coding 
experience – it is developed for designers, 
product owners or anyone who wants to be an 
experience maker. BOWL Studio gives you an 
easy access to a complete industrial software 
suite to develop your smart products.

• Develop your smart product with no code interface

• Create an Experience Mockup as the project shared reference 

• Integrate your technology into a ready-to-use ecosystem 

• Generate your product embedded software 

• Train your AI and generate user data 

• Connect easily with your other software frameworks
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BOWL Studio web app is the entry point to the 
industrial software framework, BOWL Software 
Suite. Using your future product description 
from Studio, BOWL Software Suite generates all 
software packages needed for both additionnal 
development and runtime. Your future product 
logic can be deployed on multiple channels 
including a virtual setup, a starter kit and your 
final product.

The BOWL™ development tool is based 
on a service-oriented architecture (SOA) 
model that can support complexity 
and agility in system development. In 
this model, software is designed and 
developed in the form of independent 
services that can be reusable and 
incorporated into new applications. 
BOWL Software Suite is not a stand-
alone tool.  It supports the integration 
of software produced with MBSE, UX, 
graphic or AI engineering tools. It also 
provides the ability to port and scale to 
production platforms.  
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